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MESSAGE FROM OUR BOARD
Dear friends and supporters, 

As we celebrate 20 years of IOK Fostering a Finer Future, we also mark the 1st year of the founding of IOK CHESS. When we first started serving the 
Southern California Muslim community, our work was driven by one driving question: “what of the youth?” With the support and duas of our community, 
we built the foundations for what is now a fledging, accredited and respected full-time TK-10th grade school with a Hifdh al-Quran program. A few years 
down the road, as the students we consider our own children graduated out of our facility, we saw their struggles and collected their feedback about what 
we could do to support them outside of their years as IOK students.  

The largest void that existed was the need for the pursuit of regimented and organized Islamic Studies and every day support to college students and 
young professionals seeking guidance and mentorship by people who knew the Deen, and had already walked the paths they are now treading. Tasked 
with this responsibility, we founded the IOK Seminary in 2010 and eventually launched the IOK Chaplaincy Initiative to serve students on their turf 
at regional colleges and universities in 2015. In 2018, we decided to supplement both these divisions with the countless benefits of a mental health 
department. Envisioning a future where our students and young Muslims could receive the wrap-around spiritual support they so desperately need in 
their day to day lives, we launched IOK CHESS.  
 
It is my special privilege to share this mid-year report with you to show you how much we’ve accomplished in such little time, and with the abundance of 
the resources you’ve so generously helped us build. Within, you’ll also find a financial report showing what we need to guarantee this effort a sustainable 
and long-term future.  We hope you’ll celebrate these small successes with us, continue to support IOK CHESS, and send Duas for all that is yet to come.  

Yours in faith, 

NOMAAN BAIG Founder and President
TAHER DADABHOY Board Secretary 
IMTIAZ MOHAMMADY Board Treasurer 

SHAYKH NOMAAN BAIG
PRESIDENT & FOUNDER

Serving since 1998

IMTIAZ MOHAMMADY
BOARD TREASURER
Serving since 2006

TAHER DADABHOY
BOARD SECRETARY
Serving since 2005
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FOSTERING A 
FINER FUTURE 



A PUBLIC SERVICE COLLABORATIVE for the region combining our 
existing Seminary Program and Chaplaincy Initiative with Professional 
Mental Health and Religious Counseling Services. This carefully 
thought out strategy is meant to enrich the lives of Muslim students 
and foster their Muslim identity through meaningful guidance, 
education and spiritual support.  

OUR SCHOLARS spend their mornings with students engaged in our 
full-time Seminary, and their afternoons and evenings serving the 
Muslim student community, individually and collectively, as Chaplains 
across 8 Southern California university campuses. Our counseling 
services seamlessly integrate with our seminary program and 
chaplaincy initiative to ensure comprehensive wrap-around support is 
available to Muslim students dealing with anxiety, depression, addition, 
abuse, harassment, suicidal ideation, conflict in their interpersonal 
relationships and other mental health and wellness concerns.  

BY THE YEAR 2020, we will have added on a cadre of important 
additions to our offerings including pre-marital counseling, marital 
counseling, and divorce counseling and mediation services as well as 
general arbitration services to help our community members resolve 
personal and professional affairs under the guidance of learned 
scholars. Furthermore, 2020 will see the formal launch of our Seminary 
academic journal- Al-Turaath.

ABOUT IOK CHESS

MEET OUR LEADERSHIP 

PART-TIME
SEMINARY

FULL-TIME
SEMINARY

COUNSELING

CHAPLAINCY

Shaykh Furhan Zubairi 
Dean of IOK Seminary

Meher Mohsin
Development and Strategy 

Manager

Ahmed Rangoonwala
Office and Operations 

Manager
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Alhamdulillah our counselor, Sr. Maryam, has been productively establishing a 
process to ensure all those who benefit from our Chaplaincy and Seminary programs 
have the necessary information they need to benefit from our in-house counseling 
services as well. Our partnership with Simple Practice allows us to manage our in-
house counseling and referral services in a HIPPA compliant manner while ensuring 
the utmost privacy to all those who opt-into these services.  

Sr. Maryam is qualified to discuss and counsel through 
matters of anxiety, depression, addictions, family conflicts 
and interpersonal relationships. In addition to being a 
registered Associate Mental Health Counselor, she’s 
recently gone through the Applied Suicide Intervention 
Skills Training, a 40 Hour Domestic Violence Counselor 
Training, and a Prepare-Enrich Facilitator Training to be 
used during premarital and marital counseling.  

Under Sr. Maryam’s leadership, our Chaplains were able 
to receive in house professional development regarding grief and trauma, and were 
also given a structured set of guidelines regarding appropriate conduct, and their 
on-site expectations. Further, Sr. Maryam helped implement a HIPPA compliant 
system of communication and record keeping and continues to be available to 
Chaplains to provide consultation and support regarding student mental health 
challenges.

While most organizations are 
thinking in the present, IOK’s 
Chaplaincy Program is already 
thinking 50 years down the 
line. That, to me, is visionary. 

That, to me, is Prophetic.” 

- Yasmeen Azam
CSULB Student

Maryam Ashraf, 
ACSW



SEMINARY COMMENCEMENT 2019

Our students had the distinct honor under 
the tutelage of our Dean of IOK Seminary, 
Shaykh Furhan Zubairi, to be awarded an 
Ijazah to transmit the teachings of Sahih-
al-Bukhari, all of whom also happened to 
graduate with a Masters of Arts Degree 
in Islamic Law and Tradition from our 
Seminary this past Spring. We were 
blessed to have Sh. Hashim Ahmad of 
Darul Khair Institute, join us to teach the 
final hadith.

Over 200 members of our community, as well as proud parents and students joined us in our 
commencement ceremony at the start of the Summer to celebrate these milestones.
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Alhamdulillah this past June, we graduated our first ever MA in Islamic Law 
and Tradition cohort and granted our first 5 ijaazah as a Seminary. These 
individuals, all UCI alumnus and working professionals, will go on to serve 
the Muslim community right here in Southern California.

S E M I N A RY
GRADUATES 
SINCE 2015

65 1 Year Certificate

27 Associate of Arts

16 Bachelor of Arts

5 Master of Arts



MEET OUR ALUMNI
IMAM ANAS AMLA 
Imam Anas wears many hats – Married and father of two, business owner, IOK outreach coordinator, Hifdh al-
Quran teacher, and now an MA recipient from the IOK Seminary in Islamic Law and Tradition. After receiving 
his BA from UCI in Public Health Policy, Imam Anas, with the blessing of his family, decided he wanted to 
devote his life full-time to the work of the deen and became the Imam of Darul Falah masjid in Tustin, CA. 
That year, he also joined the IOK Seminary program and was one of the first five people to receive an MA 
in Islamic Law and Tradition as well as an Ijazah. His relationship with IOK first began back in 1998 – when 
he joined the newly launched weekend Hifdh al-Quran program for boys. 

“My parents forced me to go to this weekend long thing, where I didn’t know anyone. That first Saturday, 
I was really skeptical, but by that Sunday, I was already looking forward to next weekend.” This the same 
weekend program where he also met his best friend – Furhan Zubairi. “It was really interesting for me to learn 
to adapt to having Shaykh Furhan as my teacher when he had already been my best friend for 15 years,” recalls 
Imam Anas, who had to learn to adjust to this added dynamic in their relationship.  

Being part of the IOK Weekend School also inspired Imam Anas to pursue the completion of his Hifdh which he was able to do prior to 
starting college. Now, his two young boys also attend the IOK Weekend School where Imam Anas teaches and supports the administrative 
team. 

“When you’re coming here in this environment, hearing the words of Allah and the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص, it does something to your heart – it starts 
to influence your life in so many different ways. I wish I lived closer and could be here much more. My kids love it here, they want to be 
here all the time.” 

Imam Anas credits IOK for his professional development and growth. Being tasked to manage our outreach efforts and represent IOK 
and its leadership in different spaces has given him the management skills he needed to help him thrive. Our full-time school program will 
benefit from having Imam Anas as a Quran teacher on site in the upcoming school year while he also pursues his other priorities of spending 
time with his wife, two young boys and growing his business. 
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USTADH HASSAN BATLIWALA
What once started as a trial-semester of classes at the IOK Seminary in 2014, ended up as a Masters in Islamic 
Law and Tradition for Hassan Batliwala, one of the first five recipients of this degree from the IOK Seminary. 
Alongside his MA, he also received an Ijazah from his Shuyookh and the title of “Shaykh” – one that he has 
no plans for using. “I joined the Seminary because I wanted to educate myself and positively influence my 
immediate community and circle of friends and family– the world we live in is not the easiest place to be 
a good Muslim – and I just wanted to learn my religion for myself, and to be able to share with all of them. 
I’m not looking to have any public spotlight or leadership title through this.”   

Devoted to justice work and community service, Hassan works in law enforcement outside of the Seminary. 
He takes the practical application of his religious studies from the Seminary to also be a form of community 
service so he can serve the people he engages with while continuing to grow in his own understanding of 
Islam. Hassan’s positive influence eventually led to his younger brother joining the Seminary and receiving his AA 
in Islamic Studies and Arabic. A long-time IOK-er, Hassan first joined IOK with the intention of becoming a hafidh in the 
4th grade. It was the unique structure of the program and the qualifications of diverse Shuyookh that brought him back to the Seminary as 
a senior in High School. “Our teachers have not only been mentors but friends. Their diversity in personality, experiences, education, and 
even their ethnic backgrounds has made them such a unique resource,” Hassan recalls. “The most incredible part of this experience has been 
having access to all of these individuals.”  

Hassan recalls the seminary retreat and day-trips spent with his teachers outside of class as a few of his most memorable experiences, as 
well as the relationships he built along the way. The five classmates to receive their Ijazah together have grown close and all agree that had 
it not been for IOK, their path’s likely would not have crossed and blossomed into friendships.    

Hassan acknowledges that aside from the value of learning his deen, being a Seminary student has given him grit, patience and resilience 
to remain steadfast and committed to such a rigorous program requiring 20-25 hours a week of dedication and commitment, year round. 
“The IOK Seminary is developing leaders. It’s inevitable that any place developing leaders is working to foster a finer future – regardless of 
how far away that future might be.”



VISION 
To see a region where Muslim chaplains are serving all of the 
major educational institutions and working to develop and support 
generations of Muslim young professionals who are well-established 
in their faith and capable of giving back to their communities and 
society intellectually, spiritually, and professionally.

MISSION
To provide spiritual care, guidance, and education, based on traditional 
sources of understanding and living Islam, to Muslim students on 
university campuses.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
• SPIRITUAL CARE AND GUIDANCE 
To provide regular opportunities for spiritual care and guidance 
to college students through weekly in person office hours and 
consultation through phone calls and email 

• RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
To provide regular religious education to college students based 
on traditional sources while relevant to their realities through on 
campus classes and study circles

• NETWORKING 
To build relationships with students which reach beyond the 
boundaries of their campuses and connect them to the larger 
Muslim community

• MENTORSHIP 
To mentor and support students in their academic, professional, 
ethical, and spiritual development

• ADVISING 
To advise student organizations in their decisions and programming 
while not interfering with their autonomy and self-determination
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The IOK Chaplaincy Program reached a milestone with the launch 
of the much-awaited IOK CHESS – Center for Counseling, Higher 
Education and Spiritual Support, a Public Service Collaborative for 
the region, combining our existing Seminary Program and Chaplaincy 
Initiative with newly added professional Mental Health and religious 
counseling services. 

This carefully thought-out strategy is meant to enrich the lives of 
Muslim students and foster their Muslim identity through meaningful 
guidance, education and spiritual support. Our scholars spend their 
mornings with students engaged in our full-time Seminary, and their 
afternoons serving the Muslim student community, individually and 
collectively, as Chaplains across 8 Southern California university 
campuses.

Our counseling services seamlessly integrate with our seminary 
program and chaplaincy initiative to ensure comprehensive wrap-
around support is available to Muslim students dealing with anxiety, 
depression, addiction, abuse, harassment, suicidal ideation, conflicts 
in their interpersonal relationships and other mental health and 
wellness concerns. 

With this development, we welcomed Shaykh Furhan Zubairi, Dean 
of IOK Seminary, as the Chaplain of UCI and Shaykh Jibreel Speight, 
Director of Muslim Life at Chapman University and IOK Seminary 
Instructor, as the Chaplain at USC, while Chaplain Yafa Aweinat 
added UCI to her responsibilities.

TRANSITION, GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT AND ENHANCEMENT

MEET OUR CHAPLAINS

SHAYKH
Ahmad AlKurdy

SHAYKH
Furhan Zubairi

SHAYKH
Jameel Besada

USTADHA
Yafa Aweinat

USTADHA
Lobna Mulla

SHAYKH
Jibreel Speight

SHAYKH
Suhail Mulla



Sh. Ahmad AlKurdy served CalPoly Pomona for its first semester 
where students joined him for discussions outdoors on topics 
ranging from emotional intelligence, to medical marijuana and 
thanksgiving. In his time during the Spring quarter, a student also 
embraced Islam with Sh. Ahmad after a month of conversations 
and learning about the deen from him.

At California State University, San Bernardino, Shaykh AlKurdy 
engaged students in all kinds of conversations, ranging from 
valentines day – digging deep into the historical roots of the 
annual holiday to homelessness and looking at it from an Islamic 
paradigm. He was also involved with their Islam Awareness 
Week and helped students prepare impactful presentations and 
events to engage non-Muslims to visit the MSA. Sh. AlKurdy 
also played an impactful role in the lives of new Muslims on 
campus by being available to address their questions and 
concerns, and introducing them to resources for new Muslims 
to further propel their self-driven education about Islam.  

Sh. Ahmad AlKurdy served as Chaplain at his Alma Mater for 
the third year in a row. The students at University of California, 
Riverside benefitted not only from Sh. AlKurdy’s presence on 
campus during brothers-only study circles, but also from his 
feedback at other MSA events like Islam Awareness Week. With 
Sh. AlKurdy, students re-launched the Sharing Islam committee 
where group discussions around homosexuality, transgenderism, 
divine providence and the art of communication were able to 
take place.  

Along with Sh. AlKurdy, Ustadha Yafa served the sisters 
with weekly group discussions and one-on-one private 
conversations that helped them navigate their time on campus, 
their interpersonal relationships and topics related to salah and 
spirituality.  

At UCI, Shaykh Furhan Zubairi and Ustadha Yafa Aweinat, filled 
the shoes of former UCI Chaplains -- Shaykh Jamaal Diwan 
and Shaykha Muslema Purmul who re-directed their efforts 
towards the work of The Majlis in Orange, CA. The semester 
saw an active weekly study circle with over 50 attendees and a 
campus-wide effort to engage their non-Muslim peers in Islam 
Awareness Week. Shaykh Furhan also had the honor of winning 
the UCI Engage Great Partner Award as a UCI Alumnus after 
being nominated by a student who also benefitted from his 
Chaplaincy work.

All logos and trademarks are the property of their respective universities, CSU System, and the Regents of University of California
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Along with Sh. AlKurdy, Ustadha Yafa served the sisters 
with weekly group discussions and one-on-one private 
conversations that helped them navigate their time on campus, 
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spirituality.  

Shaykh Jibreel Speight became the Director of Muslim Life at 
USC in Fall 2018, while also serving as the Director of Muslim 
Life at Chapman University. From one-on-one counseling hours 
to group presentations, vigils, and iftars – Shaykh Jibreel actively 
worked to ensure students had their questions answered, and 
the presence of a Muslim leader was felt on campus. Meanwhile, 
Shaykh Jibreel also taught part-time Seminary classes about 
history and contemporary Islamic thought.

Shaykh Suhail Mulla’s presence at his Alma Mater – California 
State University, North Ridge -- as Chaplain allowed him to 
build relationships as a mentor and guide in multiple layers. 
His presence on campus, sponsored by the Islamic Center of 
Greater West Valley, has given students the opportunity to have 
a Muslim leader who is not only a mentor, but also understands 
the inner workings of the school, and is present to represent 
the Muslim community where needed. Throughout the year, 
Shaykh Suhail got many opportunities to interact with students 
in a social setting including camping, hiking and group iftars. 

Shaykh Jameel Besada served as Chaplain at California State 
University – Long Beach while also teaching full-time at the IOK 
Seminary. Students grew to value Shaykh Jameel’s openness 
and flexibility in addressing their needs and letting them set 
the pace in study circles. From discussing etiquettes of Salah, 
to how to treat ones parents within the guidelines of the Quran 
and Sunnah, students made the most of their time with their 
Chaplain who spent over 60 hours in their company of the 
course of the Spring quarter.  

Shaykh Suhail Mulla’s support of the UCLA campus student 
body with weekly study circles and one-on-one counseling with 
MSA students and leadership was taken so well, that he asked 
Ustadha Lobna Mulla to join in with leading monthly study circles 
for the sisters on a second day during the week. This valuable 
addition, as well as Shaykh Suhail’s leadership position with the 
University Religious Conference at UCLA helped ensure the 
program remained funded and met all of our students’ needs. 
Ustadha Lobna Mulla will serve as the second Chaplain at UCLA 
starting in the Fall 2019 Quarter.  

All logos and trademarks are the property of their respective universities, CSU System, and the Regents of University of California

All logos and trademarks are the property of their respective universities, CSU System, and the Regents of University of California



Throughout my past two years at UCR, I have both enjoyed and benefitted from the 
chaplaincy program. It has provided opportunities for the MSA to collectively utilize the 
Chaplains through halaqah and Dawah Committee, as well as integrate them within our 
annual events like College Day, Islam Awareness Week, and the end of the year Banquet. 
Myself and my fellow members of the MSA all look forward to the days our chaplains are 
present.”

SAFI BAJWA
Student, University of California – Riverside

605 1,320 8
APPOINTMENTS HOURS SERVED CAMPUSES

ONE-ON-ONE 
STUDENT OFFICE HOURS
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Throughout my past two years at UCR, I have both enjoyed and benefitted from the 
chaplaincy program. It has provided opportunities for the MSA to collectively utilize the 
Chaplains through halaqah and Dawah Committee, as well as integrate them within our 
annual events like College Day, Islam Awareness Week, and the end of the year Banquet. 
Myself and my fellow members of the MSA all look forward to the days our chaplains are 
present.”

Alhamdulillah this year our administrative team had the pleasure of kicking off the new academic year with our 
Chaplains and students on their respective campuses. We pray our students have a dynamic year where they thrive 

both academically and spiritually, with the support of their Chaplains.

Photo: University of California, Irvine



IOK HAS TAKEN 201 TRAVELERS TO PERFORM UMRAH, 
HAJJ AND TO AQSA SINCE THE START OF 2019

EMBARK ON YOUR SACRED JOURNEY WITH IOK
Whether it be the sanctuaries of Makkah and Madinah, or 
the Holy Land in Jerusalem — traveling with IOK guarantees 
you’ll be fulfilling your ritual acts of devotion under the 
guidance of learned and experienced travel companions 
who will accompany you as teachers and spiritual guides 
throughout your sacred journey. Achieve your spiritual 
goals while building lifelong bonds of brotherhood and 
sisterhood with people from all parts of the globe and from 
all walks of life.

OUR PARTNER
Dar El Salam Travel (DST), the leading 
Islamic World Travel agency,  has served 
the Muslim community for over three 
decades with their Hajj, Umrah and 
Islamic Heritage site tour packages. 
Together with IOK’s religious, spiritual, 
and educational breadth and experience, 
we look forward to making your travel a 
journey of a lifetime.
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CHESS FUNDRAISING GOALS

GOAL CURRENT

Operations: $400,000                                    Amount raised by July 1, 2019   $290,392.15

Waqf (Endowment): $300,000                    Amount raised by July 1, 2019   $114,526.10 

2019 Sustainers Club: 1000 Sustainers                                                208 Sustainers

Support the Institute of Knowledge 
Center for Counseling, Higher Education, 

and Spiritual Support [CHESS] by one of the 
following:

1. Become a member of the IOK 
Sustainers Club

2. Solidify your impact on our 
Muslim youth by committing 

$30/month

Text ‘GIVE’ to: 909-280-7686
OR donate online at: www.SUPPORTIOK.com

Thank you for helping us fulfill our mission of Fostering a Finer Future for all.



2019 SO FAR

Imam Omar Suleiman and Shaykh Nomaan Baig shared the vision of IOK on our 20th anniversary banquet with over 1,000 
community members who joined us in celebration.

IOK Chaplaincy and Seminary students enjoyed time together at our 
first ever retreat – a time to bond with their shuyookh outside of the 
classrooms.
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